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Abstract

We present a novel non-iterative learnable method for partial-
to-partial 3D shape registration. The partial alignment task is
extremely complex, as it jointly tries to match between points,
and identify which points do not appear in the corresponding
shape, causing the solution to be non-unique and ill-posed in
most cases.
Until now, two main methodologies have been suggested to
solve this problem: sample a subset of points that are likely
to have correspondences, or perform soft alignment between
the point clouds and try to avoid a match to an occluded
part. These heuristics work when the partiality is mild or
when the transformation is small but fails for severe occlu-
sions, or when outliers are present. We present a unique ap-
proach named Confidence Guided Distance Network (CGD-
net), where we fuse learnable similarity between point em-
beddings and spatial distance between point clouds, inducing
an optimized solution for the overlapping points while ignor-
ing parts that only appear in one of the shapes. The point
feature generation is done by a self-supervised architecture
that repels far points to have different embeddings, therefore
succeeds to align partial views of shapes, even with exces-
sive internal symmetries, or acute rotations. We compare our
network to recently presented learning-based and axiomatic
methods and report a fundamental boost in performance.

1 Introduction
Shape registration is essential for a wide range of applica-
tions in computer vision, being the back-bone mechanism
in numerous tasks, such as medical imaging (Hajnal and
Hill 2001), autonomous driving (Bresson et al. 2017), and
robotics (Durrant-Whyte and Bailey 2006).

A canonical work in the field is the Iterative Clos-
est Point (ICP) algorithm (Besl and McKay 1992), which
aligns shapes in iterations until convergence, by matching
points according to spatial proximity, and then, solving a
least-squares problem for the global transformation (Kab-
sch 1976). ICP is extremely sensitive to noise and initial
conditions and tends to get stuck in sub-optimal solutions
(Zinsser, Schmidt, and Niemann 2003). To overcome ICP’s
drawbacks, Deep Closest Point (DCP) (Wang and Solomon
2019a) replaced the Euclidean nearest point step of ICP
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Figure 1: Partial-to-Partial rigid alignment in the full spec-
trum of the rotation group SO(3) (Blue - source shape, Yel-
low - target shape). While other state-of-the-art methods
struggle to align under such acute rotations and severe par-
tiality, CGD-net succeeds.

with a learnable per-point embedding network, followed by
a high-dimensional feature-matching stage.

In the partial registration problem, the task is to align
partially overlapping segments of a canonical shape. Re-
cent methods have suggested choosing a subset of points as
key points based on top-k heuristics and solving the opti-
mal transformation between these essence points to address
the partiality problem (Wang and Solomon 2019b; Yew and
Lee 2020). A crucial problem with partial 3D shape registra-
tion arises from the internal symmetries within the objects.
Many point clouds are characterized by co-occurring seg-
ments, like the legs of a chair or an airplane’s wings. When
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different co-occurring segments appear in the source and tar-
get shapes, these algorithms might still match them, result-
ing in wrong registrations. Until now, only a few methods
have been suggested for the partiality problem in a way that
addresses the internal symmetries and avoids the hard selec-
tion of corresponding points.

To solve the above issues and provide a reliable yet
self-supervised measure for the similarity of partial shapes,
we present Confidence Guided Distance (CGD). CGD is a
learning-based measure that coalesces points’ spatial and la-
tent similarity to a unified score by factoring the Euclidean
distance between points with the confidence of their match
by a deep neural network. The architecture, named CGD-
net, constrains pooled clusters to span the embedding space,
causing distant segments to have different embeddings, thus
overcoming the internal symmetries problem of previous al-
gorithms.

We analyze the model’s performance under popular
point-cloud datasets and present superior results by a large
margin compared to known state-of-the-art models in all
datasets and configurations.

We summarize our key contributions as follows:

• Introduce Confidence Guided Distance, a learnable mea-
sure that melds the spatial and latent proximity of points,
to overcome previous metrics disadvantages for partial
shape correspondence.

• Present a new learnable paradigm for 3D partial shape
registration that meets internal symmetries and severe
partiality challenges.

• Offer a non-iterative network, both in training and test,
granting the method robustness to initial conditions and
high noise values.

• Report state of the art results on a variety of synthetic and
real-world datasets, while being robust to noise, sparsity,
and extreme rotations.

2 Related Work

Point cloud registration has been researched for more than
40 years (Besl and McKay 1992; Chen and Medioni 1992),
offering new capabilities in a wide range of computer vision
applications. Iterative Closest Point (ICP) (Besl and McKay
1992), one of the seminal works in the field presented an
iterative solution to the problem, by alternating between
matching points via a simple nearest-neighbor heuristic and
calculating the transformation that best describes the above
match. While being a cornerstone for further research, ICP is
extremely sensitive to noise, outliers, and initial conditions,
and thus prone to reach a local-minima. Many variants of
ICP have been proposed to solve the caveats in the original
solution (Kim et al. 2012; Zinsser, Schmidt, and Niemann
2003). Go-ICP (Yang et al. 2015) offers an outlier detector
scheme, while Fitzgibbon (2003) formulates the registration
error as the objective function of a non-linear optimization
problem (the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm), refining the
alignment until convergence. Still, none of the above meth-
ods is suitable for the partial-to-partial framework, and can

only handle full-to-full or partial-to-full settings. An impor-
tant work to ours is ICP Registration Using Invariant Fea-
tures (Sharp, Lee, and Wehe 2002) which offered a fusion
of Euclidean and rotation invariant features as part of the
ICP process. It was also among the first to identify that rota-
tion invariant features are less descriptive than the euclidean
counterparts by construction, requiring the algorithm to find
other information extraction pipelines, as we offer here.
In recent years, many works have tried to solve the 3D rigid
registration problem by harvesting Graph Neural Networks
(GNNs) (Li et al. 2018) capabilities to create descriptive
per-point features. Deep Closest Point (DCP) (Wang and
Solomon 2019a) was among the first to propose a feature
learning scheme, followed by a soft alignment of the two-
point clouds instead of the spatial matching step presented
in ICP. As DCP uses all points in the soft alignment step,
it is sensitive to outliers or noise and does not work well
for the partiality problem. Methods that follow DCP (Yuan
et al. 2018; Aoki et al. 2019) have tried to enhance DCP’s re-
sults using an iterative scheme similar to ICP. As with ICP,
robustness to outliers and initial conditions remains an un-
solved issue. PRNet (Wang and Solomon 2019b) chooses
a subset of points and solves the alignment only for the
limited set to overcome the problem of outliers and partial-
ity. Deep Weighted Consensus (DWC) (Ginzburg and Raviv
2021) suggests a different selection strategy, where a sam-
pling distribution is defined based on the confidence of each
source point in its alignment. DWC offers multiple possible
transformations in parallel, and chooses the best parameter
based on the Chamfer Distance (Barrow et al. 1977a) be-
tween the source and the transformed target. DWC is irrel-
evant for partial-to-partial alignment, as choosing based on
the minimal chamfer distance between partial samples leads
to results that are far from the true transformation, as exem-
plified in figure 1.

The partial registration problem is the most relevant for real-
world scenarios, thus became extremely researched in recent
years (Choy, Dong, and Koltun 2020; Yew and Lee 2020).
As mentioned, PRNet (Wang and Solomon 2019b) offered
a hard sampling heuristic to choose the points subset the
are present both in the source and target point clouds and
compute the transformation only between the subsets. Other
methods as (Huang et al. 2021; Dang, Wang, and Salzmann
2020) offered attention mechanisms that inspect both clouds
jointly, weighting points with high probability to appear in
both partial shapes. While surpassing previous methods, co-
occur segments and high noise values were still a problem
due to local feature generation and reliance on the initial
state of the point clouds. Another interesting concept was
introduced in (Yan et al. 2021; Yang, Yan, and Huang 2019)
where instead of sampling relevant points, a decoder net-
work generated a full shape from the partial scans, offering
a method to overcome the partiality problem. While this is a
novel line of work, it is less relevant for generalization tasks,
where we train on one dataset and infer on another.
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3 Deep Confidence Guided Distance

Given a transformation T , a source shape X , and a target
Y , the ability to define a distance measure d(T (X ),Y) that
is invariant to outliers and non-overlapping segments is cru-
cial for the success of partial-to-partial algorithms. Chamfer
distance (CD) (Barrow et al. 1977a), a popular distance mea-
sure between 3D objects, computes the distance from each
source point to its target shape nearest neighbor, and vice-
versa. We denote nnC(p) as the euclidean closest point to p
in a point cloud C, and dnn(p, C) to be that euclidean dis-
tance. Formally, the metric takes the following form:

CD(T (X ),Y) =

i=|X̄ |∑
i=1

dnn(T (xi),Y)+ (1)

j=|Ȳ|∑
j=1

dnn(yi, T (X ))

where dnn(p, C) = ||p− nnC(p)||22 and

nnC(p) = argmin
ci∈C

||p− ci||22.

With X̄ being the set of points that uphold dnn(xi,Y) < 2ds
where ds is the maximal sampling distance of the point
clouds, as matches with higher dnn are considered as out-
liers. Equation 1 fails for partial-to-partial alignment, or
when the number of outliers is high. This is because CD
is optimal in expectation, whereas for the partiality setting,
one should strive to ignore segments that do not have a
correspondence in the target point cloud. The problem of
CD with partiality is discussed extensively in the literature
(Barrow et al. 1977b) and exemplified in the results section
(Sec. 5). Deep neural networks have the ability to repre-
sent points in contextualized latent spaces influenced by the
shape topology and local geometry. Given such deep embed-
dings ĥxi

, ĥyj
of points xi, yj , a natural choice for the latent

similarity of the points is the cosine similarity:

cos(xi, yj) =
ĥxi

· ĥyj

||ĥxi
||2 · ||ĥyj

||2
. (2)

For compactness, we denote by P ∈ R|X |×|Y| the soft align-
ment mapping, where

Pi,j = cos(xi, yj). (3)

Intuitively, given the per-point embeddings ĥxi and ĥyj , Pi,j

represents the latent similarity between xi and yj . We pro-
pose Confidence Guided Distance (CGD), a learning-based
measure that fuses together the spatial and latent proximity,
in a way that penalizes point clouds that are close under the
Chamfer distance metric but are highly dissimilar in the la-
tent space. Confidence Guided Distance is formulated as:

CGD(T (X ),Y) =

i=|X̄ |∑
i=1

exp(−γPi,q)dnn(T (xi),Y) (4)

+

j=|Ȳ|∑
j=1

exp(−γPr,j)dnn(yj , T (X ))

with q = nnY(T (xi)), r = nnT (X )(yj).

where γ is a scalar that determines the weight given to
the latent similarity and is conditioned by the shape’s scale
and sampling density. For high Pij , the combined measure
is lower, while for matches with low or negative Pij the dis-
tance increases.

In the ablation study (Sec. 5.5) we provide analysis on the
importance of the CGD metric and the implications of using
Chamfer Distance as the consensus metric instead.

4 Architecture
The following section outlines the architecture building
blocks needed for the evaluation of the CGD measure.

4.1 Hierarchical Feature Extraction
Confidence Guided Distance Network (CGD-net) presents
a hierarchical graph neural network, inspired by PointNet++
(Qi et al. 2017) for intrinsic per-point feature extraction. The
decision to use a hierarchical network arises from the repul-
sion loss (Sec. 4.3) that pushes spatially far segments to have
unique embeddings. As for the input point cloud representa-
tion, we adopt the rotation invariant (RI) features presented
in DWC. Given rotation invariant features for the source and
target shapes XRI ,YRI , the input topology is defined by the
k nearest neighbors of each point. CGD-net uses EdgeConv
(Wang et al. 2019) as the graph convolution operation, in-
stead of PointNet++ suggested convolution, as PointNet op-
erator is heavily biased toward spatial similarity, making it
impractical for large rotations or high noise values. In Edge-
Conv, for a point xi and its neighborhood Nxi

, the output
embedding of xi is:

hxi
= max

xj∈Nxi

fh([xi||xj ]), (5)

where fh is a learnable function, || is concatenation, and the
max operation is applied on the feature dimension. hX is
then sampled by spatial FPS (Eldar et al. 1997) to guarantee
equal representation to all input-segments in deeper levels of
the network. The pooling step enlarges the receptive field of
the network, which is used in order to repel faraway points.
The up-pooling scheme and skip-connections are similar to
the ones used in PointNet++. An illustration of the process
is depicted in figure 2.

4.2 Soft Correspondence Sampling
CGD presents a novel metric for ranking possible transfor-
mations and choosing the most plausible mapping between
the source and target point clouds. To create the initial pos-
sible maps, we present a unique sampling method that sam-
ples efficiently the candidate points. RANSAC (Fischler and
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Figure 2: CGD-net is comprised of three steps: (a) Embed points via the hierarchical feature extraction network (Sec. 4.1).
(b) Construct the confidence based sampling distribution of source points, formed from the soft correspondence matrix PXX̀
(Sec. 4.2). (c) Conduct multiple parallel experiments, and choose the experiment achieving the lowest CGD (Sec. 3). RI are the
rotation invariant features, EC stands for EdgeConv (Wang et al. 2019), and FPS (Eldar et al. 1997) refers to Euclidean farthest
point sampling. LR,LSim are the per-point repulsion and similarity loss functions, respectively, LC is the self-supervised
contrastive loss (section 4.3). The plus sign stands for concatenation.

Bolles 1981), which samples randomly the candidate points,
requires a massive amount of possible transformations to
converge to the correct solution. To overcome this, we cre-
ate a smart sampling algorithm, which samples points that
have a higher probability to match the target point cloud,
thus inducing a procedure with much fewer required candi-
date transformations.

The soft correspondence map P ∈ R|X |×|Y| relates to the
latent proximity between xi and yj and is defined by the co-
sine similarity between the point embeddings ĥxi , ĥyj (Eq.
3). Source points with no matched target are characterized
by rows in P with only low similarity values. This obser-
vation induces the confidence score C of a point xi as the
highest value in xi’s row in the column of the normalized
soft-alignment matrix:

Cxi
= max

j
P̂i,j where P̂∗,j =

P∗,j
|X |∑
i=1

Pij

, C ∈ R|X |. (6)

Cxi
is high if and only if xi is the highest correlated point

to some point in Y . C is normalized to be a valid probability
function Ĉ which defines the sampling probability distribu-
tion S over the source points that partake in the alignment. S
is a categorical sampling distribution over the set of source
points X = {xi|xi ∈ X} with the following probability
mass function:

sX(xi) = S(X = xi) = Ĉxi
(7)

CGD-net resembles RANSAC (Fischler and Bolles 1981)

and samples multiple possible transformations. Unlike
RANSAC and its follow-up works in the registration do-
main, CGD-net samples points based on the learned confi-
dence measure of the source points in their alignment (Sec.
4.2). To do so, Q1 points from X are sampled according to
the distribution S, and are divided into V = ⌊Q/r⌋ experi-
ment groups. The experiment size r is constrained to r ≥ 3
as three is the minimal number of co-linear points needed to
find the transformation parameters based on the SVD solu-
tion (Kabsch 1976).

The output of the division step is V experiments, where
for each experiment v the optimal transformation T v param-
eters that best represent the alignment between the r sam-
pled source points {x1, x2, . . . , xr}, and their correspond-
ing points {π(x1), π(x2), . . . , π(xr)} are calculated using
the SVD algorithm (Kabsch 1976). The mapping π is set
to be the maximum likelihood solution derived from P . To
identify the best T v , we use CGD (Sec. 3), and set:

T opt = argmin
T v

CGD(T v(X ),Y). (8)

The system’s novelty relies upon the power to not only sug-
gest a transformation but also assess its correctness in a
learnable manner, allowing the consensus stage to rank dif-
ferent suggestions. We provide evidence for CGD-net sam-
pling strategy in the ablation study (Sec. 2), where we show
a substantial performance decrease when using RANSAC.

4.3 Self-Supervised Similarity Learning
CGD-net objective function is comprised of three different
loss terms. The repulsion loss role is to assign each cluster

1Q is a hyper-parameter and was set to |X|
10

in the experiments.
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of points with a different embedding space, the similarity
loss encourages close embeddings for neighbor points, and
the contrastive loss motivates points that appear both in the
source X and target Y to have the same embeddings.

A consequential flaw of most prior works is features locality,
causing spatially far co-occurring segments to have similar
latent representation, yielding wrong correspondences and
bad transformation solutions. CGD-net constrains features
of spatially far points to have dissimilar features through a
metric loss on the sampled points after each FPS/interpola-
tion step (Fig. 2). Given nl pooled points, CGD-net repul-
sion loss takes the form of:

LRl
=

nl−1∑
i=0

nl−1∑
j=0,j ̸=i

d(xi, xj)(cos(h
l
xi
, hl

xj
))β (9)

where hl
i is the embedding h of point xi at layer l, cos(·)

refers to the cosine similarity, as in equation 2, and d(xi, xj)
is the Euclidean distance between the points. β is a hyper-
parameter inspired by the focal loss (Lin et al. 2017), whose
purpose is to focus on points with higher metric similarity.
The function of d(xi, xj) is to have higher weight on distant
pairs. LRl

obliges the network to span the embeddings space
and describe far points differently, even if they have locally
similar geometric attributes. The unified repulsion loss is the
sum of the repulsion terms, where each term is being multi-
plied by its index to adaptively constraint the features:

LR =

|L|∑
l=1

g(l)LRl
(10)

where |L| is the number of downsampling/interpolate layers,
and g(l) is an increasing function putting more weight to
higher layers2.

For hxi , the final embedding, an extension of the repulsion
loss is used to drive close points to have similar embeddings.
The similarity loss LSim strives to create a smooth embed-
ding space, which in turn increase the probability of smooth
correspondence maps. Given the neighborhood Nxi

of xi,
the similarity loss takes the form of:

LSim =

|X |−1∑
i=0

∑
j ̸∈Nxi

d(xi, xj)(cos(hxi
, hxj

))β+ (11)

|X |−1∑
i=0

∑
j∈Nxi

1

max(d(xi, xj), ϵ)
(1− cos(hxi , hxj ))

β

where 1−cos(hxi , hxj ) pushes close points to have a cosine
similarity close to 1. The RHS is divided by d to emphasize
the similarity between close points.

During training, the target shape is predefined as Y =
T (X ) where T is a composition of rotation, translation and
Gaussian noise. This is of course true only during training as

2In practice we use g(l) = l

during test different scans of the same object are used. Such
target formulation defines the dense mapping during train-
ing to be π(xi) = yi. Our results imply that such setting is
a good proxy for the real task. CGD-net follows DWC and
uses a contrastive loss that strives for rotation and translation
invariant features. The metric loss used is:

LC =

|X |−1∑
i=0

∑
j ̸∈Nyi

cos(hxi , hyj )+ (12)

|X |−1∑
i=0

∑
j∈Nyi

1− cos(hxi
, hyj

).

CGD-net unified loss is

L = λRLR + λSimLSim + λCLC . (13)

Ablation on the significance of the different loss functions
appears in the ablation study 5.5.

5 Experimentation
CGD-net performance is compared to numerous learnable
methods as DCP, PRNet, RPM-net, and DWC, as well as
to axiomatic methods as ICP and Go-ICP. We evaluate the
registration capability on multiple datasets as ModelNet40
(Wu et al. 2015), Stanford Bunny (Turk and Levoy 1994),
3DMATCH (Zeng et al. 2017) and FAUST scans (Bogo
et al. 2014). The discrepancy between the predicted R, t and
the ground truth transformations is measured using the root
mean squared error (RMSE) metric. We measure the rota-
tion difference using Euler angels and report the score in
units of degrees. We train and evaluate CGD-net on a single
RTX8000 GPU.

5.1 Implementation Details
The hierarchical feature extraction network consists of two
downsampling modules, with a FPS factor of 0.5, 0.25 re-
spectively, leaving 125 points in the bottleneck of the net-
work. The per-point output feature after the last interpolation
step is concatenated with the initial XRI features, and passes
through 3 more EC layers. The output feature dimension is
1024. The network consists of 8.9 million learnable param-
eters, resulting in an architecture of size ∼ 15.4MB in size.
We use LeakyRelu activation function (Xu et al. 2015) with
a negative slope of 0.2, and NormLayer normalization (Ba,
Kiros, and Hinton 2016) for all the layers.

The initial learning rate is set to 5e−4 with a multiplicative
scheduler of γ = 0.9 every 10 epochs. The entire training
takes up to 50 epochs for the longest configuration. For the
transformation solver (Kabsch 1976), we use the differen-
tiable SV D layer provided by PyTorch (Paszke et al. 2019),
where we take advantage of batch-parallelization and re-
shape the sampled points such that each subsampled set of k
points acts as a new sample in a batch. This provides two or-
ders of magnitude speed-up compared to naively evaluating
the SV D per subsample, and, as we solve the least-squares
problem for k points, instead of kl as previous methods do,
our SV D solver is up to 10 times faster than other methods
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Unseen point clouds Unseen categories Gaussian noise FAUST

Model RMSE(R) RMSE(t) RMSE(R) RMSE(t) RMSE(R) RMSE(t) RMSE(R) RMSE(t)
ICP 24.39 0.78 26.35 0.85 27.42 0.89 21.92 0.69
Go-ICP 22.54 0.82 23.82 0.86 24.55 0.85 19.17 0.73

DCP 12.36 0.67 13.86 0.61 14.73 0.65 13.38 0.64
PointNetLK 12.12 0.55 14.67 0.59 14.98 0.61 11.01 0.66
IT-Net 15.32 0.59 16.70 0.61 19.13 0.66 15.22 0.65
DWC 19.07 0.53 19.26 0.61 20.08 0.67 19.08 0.41
PRNet 5.93 0.32 6.01 0.38 6.93 0.41 6.32 0.34
RPM-net 4.93 0.1 5.21 0.21 5.09 0.25 11.35 0.22

CGD-net (ours) 2.90 0.09 3.12 0.17 3.37 0.19 3.81 0.15

Table 1: Partial-to-partial evaluations. CGD-net shows a considerable performance gain in all evaluation metrics on ModelNet40
(first three evaluations) and FAUST datasets, both for R and t.

using the SV D solver.
To create the partial view of a shape a 3D viewpoint is
randomly sampled, defining a 2.5D partial shape with 60%
points of the original point cloud. Such partiality leads to
pairs with < 40% overlapping ratio. A translation t sam-
pled from [−0.5, 0.5] and rotation R bounded to [0°, 60°]
in each axis define the random augmentations applied sep-
arately on the source and target shapes. We choose these
augmentations to ease comparison to previous methods that
limit the transformation by these parameters. However, most
real-world applications encounter more extreme rotations, as
in the case of multi-view registration for example.

5.2 ModelNet40
ModelNet40 (Wu et al. 2015) consists of 12,411 synthetic
CAD models3 from various categories, such as planes, fur-
niture, cars, etc. While ModelNet40 offers the per-point nor-
mal information, CGD-net uses only the spatial location as
input information. We follow previous state-of-the-art meth-
ods and conduct 3 experiments on the ModelNet40 dataset:
(1) Random train/test split - The official train-test split of
ModelNet40, where 9843 samples are defined as train sam-
ples (80% of the dataset), and the rest 2,568 samples are the
test set. The results for this test configuration are presented
in table 1. The relative improvement compared to RPM-net,
the second-best model is 2.03, where compared to DWC, the
margin is higher than 16.07. We associate the bad perfor-
mance of DWC on the partial-to-partial registration problem
to Chamfer’s inability to ”ignore” points with no matched
target, contrary to CGD. (2) Unseen categories - In this set-
ting we train on the first 20 categories and test on the rest.
This offers an evaluation of the generalization ability of the
methods to unseen topologies. The trend is similar to the
previous experiment, where CGD-net provides superior re-
sults, with sizeable margins of 2.09 R RMSE compared to
the second-best model (RPM-net). (3) Random noise - Noise
resilience is crucial for 3D registration systems, as 3D scans

3Partial models that are globally symmetric around the axes
have been filtered out.

from real-world sensors are known to be unstable under var-
ious factors. The noise durability test is evaluated by adding
random Gaussian noise to the point clouds from the distri-
bution N (0, 0.05). Same as in the previous two test config-
urations, CGD-net has the best results, where the R RMSE
difference is 16.71 compared to DWC and 1.72 compared to
RPM-net. We ascribe this to our sampling scheme that se-
lects an optimal Confidence Guided Distance solution from
the experiment groups and results in outlier-free shape reg-
istration.

5.3 FUAST Scans
The FAUST scans dataset (Bogo et al. 2014) contains 300
real human scans, acquired by a real-world scanner (3dMD).
The scans are partial by nature (occlusions), noisy, and con-
tain a high number of outliers, as opposed to the Model-
Net40 dataset. we do not train on FAUST scans and use the
best-performing model 4 of each test case on ModelNet40 as
the evaluated network. We do not train on real-world data as
it is usually expensive to acquire and limited in size. Table 1
provides the results on FAUST scans for the partial-to-partial
task by the different models. The results are consistent with
previous tests, where CGD-net has the best results for all
the evaluated metrics. We hold CGD-net repulsion loss (4.3)
responsible for the performance boost, as human body mod-
els have many co-occurring segments (hands, palms, legs)
which must have unique embeddings for a successful align-
ment.

5.4 Generalization on Different Modalities
We provide qualitative results on the Stanford 3D Scanning,
and 3DMATCH datasets in figure 3. While we follow monu-
mental works as DCP, PRNet, PointNetLK, or RPM-net and
focus on 3D objects, we present visual results on 2.5D in-
door scans from the 3DMATCH dataset. 3DMATCH sam-
ples are noisy, and vary dramatically from ModelNet in their
statistical attributes. Nevertheless, a CGD-net trained on the

4RNe (Li et al. 2010) is used as normal approximation method
for RPM-net which requires normal-to-the surface.
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Figure 3: Generalization capability. Visual results of CGD-net on 3DMATCH (left) and Stanford 3D Scanning (right).

ModelNet40 FAUST

Mode RMSE(R) RMSE(R)
(i) CGD metric 11.53 9.52
(ii) Repulsion loss 6.18 5.45
(iii)Similarity loss 5.39 5.13
(iv) Metric loss 6.79 6.14
(v) Hierarchical network 6.32 5.88

Full method 2.90 3.81

Table 2: Ablation study on ModelNet40. The ”Mode” col-
umn states the switched off component.

synthetic ModelNet40 was able to extract correct registra-
tions on this real-world dataset. The Stanford 3D Scanning
dataset is also visually and statistically different from Mod-
elNet40 dataset. Yet, CGD-net offers great abilities here as
well.

5.5 Ablation Studies
The following contributions have been evaluated in the abla-
tion studies: (i) CGD metric - Use Chamfer distance (Eq. 1)
as the similarity metric for each experiment instead of CGD.
(ii) Repulsion loss - Setting λR = 0 in equation 13, ignor-
ing the hierarchical repulsion. (iii) Similarity loss - Setting
λSim = 0 in equation 13, ignoring the similarity loss. (iv)
Metric loss - Replace equation 13 with a loss directly opti-
mizing the transformation parameters:

L = ||RT
XYR

gt
XY − I||2 + ||tXY − tgtXY ||

2. (14)

(v) Hierarchical network - Use DGCNN (Wang et al.
2019) backbone instead of PointNet++. As a result, the re-
pulsion loss is discarded as well.

The use of CGD metric provides the largest performance
gain, improving the R RMSE by 8.63. This affirms our hy-
pothesis that Chamfer distance as a metric to assess partial
shapes similarity is irrelevant. The gain of using the repul-
sion loss is also substantial, providing 3.28 improvement
in R RMSE. We associate it with the ability of CGD-net
to identify co-occurring segments, creating unique embed-
dings, and resulting in improved alignments.

6 Limitations
Several design choices of CGD-net are starting points for
future work. One limitation of CGD-net is the use of the
dense alignment matrix P , as the dimensions of such map
are |X | × |Y|. Using such a soft map is sometimes unfeasi-
ble, as in the case of depth sensors for autonomous driving,
acquiring ≈ 100, 000 points per scene. Accordingly, one in-
teresting future work is to produce a hierarchical soft align-
ment scheme, where P is evaluated only for sampled clus-
ters, and propagated downwards to the dense point cloud.

7 Summary
In this work we examine the current state of partial-to-partial
3D rigid correspondence, particularly for large rotations, a
high number of outliers, or when the input shapes have sim-
ilar co-occurring segments, which are typical scenarios in
real-world applications. We present CGD, a new learning-
based measure that fuses latent and spatial information to
evaluate the similarity of point clouds and solves previous
methods’ inability to approximate partial point-cloud simi-
larity. CGD uses features extracted by CGD-net, a hierarchi-
cal architecture that samples cluster centers and constrains
them to have distant embeddings via the presented repulsion
loss, forcing remote co-occurring segments to have unique
embeddings.
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